
Yes or No, But….

How do you solve a problem like The Donald?

From my perspective, the answer is simple: turn out the vote
and beat that sociopathic charlatan like a tin drum. Send him
scurrying back into the fever swamp that spawned him. Be gone,
beast.

But for my Republican friends (stop laughing) and relatives,
it  is  a  little  trickier.  Talking  to  these  folks  –  in  a
respectful  and  civil  way  (why  are  you  laughing?  Stop!)  –
presents an opportunity for us to find a little common ground

Some of them – call them the #EverTrump crowd – see Big Orange
as the answer to their prayers, a knight in Cheetos-colored
armor. For them, it’s simple. And I got nothing except to say,
“Nice weather we’re having.” Common ground enough.

Then there are the folks Josh Marshall tagged as the “Yes,
but…”  brigade,  people  who  realize  Mister  Spray  Tan  is  a
disaster on legs, but are going to vote for him anyway. Folks
like Paul Ryan and Mitch McConnell, who daily have to spin
like tops to distance themselves from Trump’s latest nonsense,
but still, their support remains unwavering. Rubio. Priebus.
McCain. The list goes on. Profiles in triangulating cowardice,
they want it both ways: principled opposition to the scourge
of  Gold  Star  moms  everywhere,  but  a  clean  heart  about
withholding their vote for the only living, non-orange person
who might actually become President, the Hildebeast. These are
the folks who calculate that party over country is a winning
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bet. For them, I got nothing beyond a suggestion to check out
the latest escapades of Mallard Fillmore. And this: history
will not be kind to you. Nice weather, by the way.

Then there are those who know el Trumpo is a know-nothing
martinet and a fool, but a lifetime of GOP voting leaves them
constitutionally incapable of pulling the lever for the pant-
suited she-demon. The “No, but…” brigade. JEB!? I’m looking at
you. If you’re in this gaggle, stay with me, because I want
you to find your way to the fourth possible path, the one less
traveled by.

Here is where I praise Republicans who realize that a Trump
presidency would inflict incalculable damage on our Nation,
who cannot imagine having to explain to their descendants how
they could have supported – even indirectly – the election of
a vulgar grifter. People who know that they are going to take
fire  from  other  Republicans,  know  they’ll  hear  cries  of
“Traitor!”  People  who  know  they  are  sacrificing  future
opportunities  in  the  party  they  have  called  home  for  a
lifetime. The #NoButs brigade.

We can also call them Patriots.

I recently struck up a friendship with a long-time member of
the conservative GOP establishment. (STOP laughing!) Last time
we spoke, X was firmly in the “No, but…’ camp, unable to see
how she could overcome a lifetime of Clinton-aversion. But
today I discover that she has very publicly and definitively
joined the #NoButs brigade, proclaiming that if the race is
close, she will vote for Hillary Clinton.

I cannot tell you how much I admire her courage. She could
have kept quiet and nobody would have known. Except her. And
this was a big splash, a very public conversion driven by
conscience and rational analysis.
This  is  what  decency  looks  like.  I  hope  this  opens  the
floodgates.



And I hope those trying to have it both ways realize that, as
my Uncle Herschel used to say, “Roll in pig mud, boy, and you
get stink on ya.”

I’m not asking that every Republican become a Democrat or vote
a straight Dem ticket. I am asking – no, pleading, really –
that the people who identify as reasonable Republicans cut the
charade of “Yes/No, but…” and take a simple stand. Proclaim
your support for Hillary Clinton as the next President of the
United States. #NoButs

You can vote straight GOP down the ticket from there. You can
pledge to do everything you can to ensure that she is a one-
term President. As a member of the loyal opposition, you can
commit to struggling against any of her policies that strike
you as wrong.

What you cannot do – if you want to honestly see yourself as a
principled conservative and Patriot – is to sit this out, to
let your silence serve as tacit approval of a tiny-fingered,
Cheetos-tinted lunatic assuming the power of the Presidency.

Just join the ranks of the sane and repeat after my new pal,
who proclaimed, “This is a time when country has to take
priority  over  political  parties.  Donald  Trump  cannot  be
elected president.”
Now that’s some common ground we should be able to agree on.

(Out of respect for her reputation, I won’t quote my pal by
name.

She’s getting grief enough without being pegged as a friend of
mine.)


